NM323 990831 All power is in you, trust in God and self you will find out of it prosperity.
You are prisoner of time, a specific time, a specific breath of life is given to you to free.
You are born free, and you have to be free, you have to be.
SUMMARY MEDITATION:

If beauty of your soul is not bountiful, and you as a person is not blissful the stones on that road are beautiful, beautiful,
bountiful, and blissful, then you, you are just a living rotten upside down ego. And there is nothing which can save you.
Because why? You are prisoner of time, a specific time with specific breath of life is given to you to free. You are born
free, and you have to be free, you have to be.
……..
This person has no forbearing there is a God, this person has no forbearing to learn first word of Nanak Ek Ong Kar.., the one
created all creation, we are not supposed to judge. You judge, you judged definitely and indefinitely we’ll talk that in the next class
but we have to finish a Kriya.
(42:00) So kindly 17 ½ minutes: sit down straight, and be nice
to yourself and take these two fingers, move, na, na, na,
breathe in the fingers, it is a kind of breath of fire but
through the lips forward powerful, move, move, move and
don’t touch the finger the energy will go zero, then I’ll start
again, fast I said. Hey, you have to, hey Guru Tej, Bibiji has
finished a book you should better see it fast.
Student: (---).
YB: Got it what? How come she says until I don’t say it to you,
you are not going to work? What is this? Oh wow.
That’s just one chapter dummy, hey you,
Student: Sir.
YB: This is a greatest story of love of the fifth Guru, you want
me to read it.
Student: (---).
YB: Approval? Do I ever say anything to you, (?) I’ll give you
approval, but I’ll read it anyway.
Student: (---).
YB: Better be good.
Student: (---).
Side – B
YB: Wow now we can have a head transplant.
Student: (---).
YB: They have overcome the idea that it will effect the oxygen, far out, next week if you see me, I may have a different head.
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: Wow where are we going, we are going to clone people, we are transplant the heads.
You an stop and feel comfortable but you won’t get what will be comfortable.
You have exactly one minute left and you have to move fast, you have to breathe that way, and you have to totally stimulate yourself,
don’t touch the fingers, and you are fine.
(59:36) Inhale deep, keep on moving, and hold the breath tight and move faster than before, try your luck, breathe out, keep
moving. Breathe in deep, deep, hold tight, keep going, faster, faster, faster breathe out. Breathe in deep, breathe in more, and
now try your luck, if you can be faster than three times a second you are in a good shape, relax.
Okay, we have done it right. You don’t need any explanation, I don’t have to give you any explanation. All power is in you, don’t
spoil it with bad manners and don’t play games with those who do not play games with you, trust in God and self you will find out of
it prosperity.
LECTURE

.... Quarter past, I know I am early but sometime it is good for a saint. You already expect I will be here quarter past 8, that is (?) my
idea is you should come at 8 o’clock, listen to Gurubani Keerthan sing with it just to flare up. Shouldn’t we do, hey, this is the ticket
and if you come one minute late it adds one dollar.
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: That may straighten out the situation. I have to wait now because today what I am talking is very important. I have finished
today Winter Solstice three courses and Summer Solstice Tantric course. If I live to watch you that is fine, if I not, if you go through
those courses you will be totally a different person, thank you.
Is there anybody has a birthday today?
Student: (---).
YB: Make it up, none. Do you see all this side with the wall they are sitting by side.
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: You know what they are saying, you are old and we are young and they are hanging up there. Actually they must have eaten
pizza more than they wanted to and where were you, I was finding whole day,
Student: (---).
YB: No this one.
Student: (---).
YB: You ran away with her and do you brought what the present she has given me?
Student: (---).
YB: No, go up go back then, call them and ask them to bring it here, that quilt you gave me, Maa Jesus Christ, one can go on a cross
for that it is so beautiful. I have seen many, many gifts and I appreciate them because they belong to Sikh Dharma, but that one I am
going to have it, it is so beautiful. Where you learned all that? It came to you, (?) technique I can’t say any technique can do it. Are
you dead or alive?
Student: (---).
YB: Do you know any time anybody of you get flu, take two ounces of direct lemon juice and start hauling it with a that straw and
do it about five times and you will totally clear yourself out, but if you want to suffer and don’t want to have good relationship with
your husband or do not want to go to the party of the neighbors wait, because once this flu gets into two days then you are one week
is out. Body produces everything, but vitamin-C. And if the quantity of Vitamin-C is relevantly not rushed right away then the blood
molecules do not know what to do. Once a blood molecule gets the quantity of the lemon, lemoon then you are fine. That day a
person started doing ha, ha, ha, vomiting, this, and that, I had for my food made this much and I said, “Bought him up,” and exact
five minutes the whole status changed. This is the oldest remedy on this planet.
You know the Portuguese wanted to trade with the world, they didn’t want to conquer, they conquered little (?) colonies but they
wanted to trade with the whole world. So around the equator they start making cashew nuts, they make gardens of it and they will
take tons of lemon and cashew nut is a complete diet. Cashew nut has not one thing in it that is vitamin-C and those of you who
take with lemon or orange juice that young blood you will, you will be surprised how your energy will change, it is amazing. If the
biorhythm can be like a wave you are very alert, you are very enjoyable, you have no weight, light, but if it is (?), it is drab, doesn’t
make sense.
So these days some of you are going to get this divine touch you know, it catches you where you are, you start coughing, and you
start huffing, and but it is better to not run to anything but squeeze the lemon five, six, seven, eight, ten of them and put direct attack
and body will be all right, rather than waiting, getting sick, and then getting serious, and then go on antibiotics and then still coughing
later on ten days and making other people sick.
So that goes, your quilt is coming, I want to show you the whole class, what a beautiful work you have done. Wow, look who is
coming.
Classification-God gave you body, gave you mind, and gave you soul, He gave you three gifts, it is called gift of trinity and said, “You
now guide yourself with yourself, you are the master and lord of yourself.”
Now I am not asking you to follow this what I am going to tell you tonight because there is no way you will ever be rich and if you
ever become rich you will be satisfied, you can’t be. If yourself is not satisfied and self does not have control on your body, mind,
and spirit you are in a doldrums. And everybody has a virtue. In this virtue you have to develop your front lobe which control your
personality and your hypothalamus which control your identity, that’s why you fall in love, left and right, I don’t like it, I like it, oh I
saw it, I am in heavens, because mostly you appreciate, very much appreciate it, very much love it when you live in fantasy. It is
smooth, it is like a cloud, it carry you anywhere, there is no income tax, there is no toll tax, there is no custom, no check up, no
immigration, you can go anywhere you like, that is very light, fantasy is very light, logic reason is little bit rough, but you feel very
encouraged in this. In this classification that you are applying your ego, experience, and everything, perhaps you will be fine. Worst
of all is you have to do to survive and which is not your nature.
Your basic human nature is to destroy, so you destroy yourself and you destroy others, and you question everything as you are lord of
the universe and nobody knows who the hell are you. Your personal value which you think it is and your real market value has a
wide range, big gorge. And now because the Picean age is going you will realize now people in the Aquarian age will survive those
who have experience of their self-control, self-enlightenment, and self-understanding. You will meet lot of people who don’t care,

what happens to them, they are nothing to do with it. They are very satisfied they have one vote, they may cast after five years or not
but they think that everybody is equal.
In this world there are some people who give, there are some people who take, there are some people who spoil, some people who
are make, it is a constant progression of a personal using of the prana. The beauty to follow Nanak is very simple. You have nothing
on this planet, nothing belongs to you, and nothing will. Temporarily you can possess things. What you only own is your prana,
the breath of life, they are given to you in a counted number. You plan anything you want, you think anything you want,
you fantasize anything you want, you talk about anything, you logic and reason with everything it’s not anybody’s
problems, you don’t have anything but your pranas.
God gave you X-amount of prana and that prana means you breathe fifteen times a minute and if you breathe one minute, a one
breath a minute you can make your life living on this earth as long you want. But when those breath is finished you have nothing to
go on, you cannot buy, you cannot exchange breath of life, so breath of life is the only virtue you have. If you use the
Shabad Guru, guru’s utterances with the Shabad and you mix it with your breath of life that is singing, chanting,
meditating and all that, then you reach the status of the guidance of Pavan Guru, prana, Pavan Guru, Pavan Guru has a
essence of control to wipe you of your negativity and give you positive. It will be the power to exalt you. If you speak like the
language of Pavan Guru the world will touch your feet. You don’t want it, sure don’t, but at least it will make you feel good.
People destroy themselves by very classifying themselves into various egoes and every person has sixteen personality at the same
time. Some have three active, some have five active, some have seven active, some have nothing active. You talk to a person hours
and hours it never gets in because you do not know which personality at that time is active and which personality you want to talk to,
so you can ask a person I want to speak to personality eight. If he says, well I am alert, go on talking otherwise it is useless. You
want to a personality of ecstasy.
You know people have ten bodies, you understand that and they have three gunas. You know that is thirty and they have three
reserve, that is sixty, but if you talk to me I am willing to listen to you, I am willing to listen to you but when I reach a point you are
playing game and you are just nuisance nothing else than that, then I have to become alert automatically, my alert clock will say,
person is real trouble, help it. So what I do is I talk back and start reasoning, and giving arguments, please, understand, no they don’t
come to, then I yell and scream, wakeup the person what are you doing, this is not possible, practically it is not right. Then the other
person say, well, you know you are not God, why should I follow you? So finally we end up in harassment of each other, that is the
end of every conversation because person who comes with a trouble he is so drenched in trouble he doesn’t want to hear anything to
correct himself, he want sympathy, apathy, hugs, kisses, and that you can’t afford.
I study with my teacher and I had a one good idea what a teacher is. Sir, “There is, there is a problem.”
“Yes.”
“Sir, this is the problem.”
“Yes.”
“What are your instruction?”
“Solve it.”
(Student: Laughter.)
“Thank you sir.”
“Oh by the way, don’t show me your face until this is solved, out.”
Wow, I went for blessing I got a curse.
“When you solve it somehow you solve it because you have to, if you command the whole universe you have to learn first step is to
obey. You are worthless if you cannot command and you are more worthless if you do not know how to obey. Those who obey can
command, otherwise there is no experience. So you solve the problem and then you go and say, problem is all solved we are very
happy, God bless you well, don’t bring any problem again. Now you have learned how to solve. Solve all problems.”
“So sir when I can come and see you on anything?”
“Only when you can make me happy and tell me how many people have done great things and how many problem you have solved,
and how good you are at.”
“Oh by the way listen, in that village there is some problem; you go, feed the people take care of them, clean them, give them all the
clothes they need and everything, and don’t come and tell me you couldn’t do it, get out of here.”
We used to do understand what is this, what is this happening, what is this, sometime we have to go in kitchen, wash the utensils,
sometime we have to go Lungar, cook the food, sometime we have to carry things our, I mean we used to have servants like hell, but
we took the basket on our head and go and feed. So one day I was sitting and one guy said, “God boy you are lucky.”
I said, “Lucky, what is lucky?”
“Look the Daal fell on my whole suit and the Chapatis fell apart and I have been working three hours on a bend is back like this and
giving pulkaji, pulkaji Chapatiji, Chapatiji.”
I said, “What, what, I don’t know what we are doing.”
He said, “You will realize one day what you are doing.”
I said, “What he is teaching?”

He said, “Giving, his teaching you to give with grace. He is teaching the humility which you can never learn and without humility
giving and surrender you will never come in ecstasy of love and without love you can’t see God.”
I said, “Is it enough people, God lives in everybody I can see everybody and I love them and He is a God.”
He said, “That is not God, that is your hunger of relationship, that you need. Remember God doesn’t need you, you need God.
Boy, stay clear, be in consciousness.”
I said, “What do you think I should do?”
He said, “Love everybody, give everybody, and when they fall apart bless them, next lifetime.”
There is no hurry. I had a great experience with some beautiful, wonderful lady, I never knew her before, I saw her and she said, “I
am in love.”
I said, “You are already in love.”
“Oh no, I am in love.”
I said, “If you already in love God bless you, I have nothing to (?).”
Well, how can anybody interfere with love? It was allover. Then she told me she is not in love. I said, “What happened?”
“Oh no I have found out the truth.”
I said, “What were you doing before?”
I talked to her, I said, “Look lady, for little earthly things which are not even to go to your graveyard or on the pier do not waste the
name of a status of love.”
Love is a many a splendid thing, love has no question, no argument, no ration, no loss, no gain, no jurisdiction. Love is a ultimate
status of the spirit, the soul with clarity and purity of mind and entire essence of body. People fall in love, they get married, after
three, four years the nickel goes out, underneath come the iron, and then after couple years iron get rusted, and they have no problem
to clean it out and polish it and maintain it. As the passion in your warmth in your blood deteriorates, goes down. Your insanity
goes up and it is very unfortunate you play games and then sooner or later games play with you. Then it is a real thing which starts
painfully to suffer. And you don’t want to suffer, then you start again, then when you suffer, because the pattern of the cycle in life
which you have chosen to go…. It is like a blind man.
There was a castle, it has eighty-four gates and this blind man was asked to be free, and one gate was open so he started touching one
gate is closed, two, three, then finally there was one gate which was open; he started not touching the gate, he started scratching his
neck and passed that gate, go again. This life is given to you to earn freedom. Leave this planet in peace, go back home fulfilled. It
is very beautiful when Kabir says,
‘Nindak Humray Kapdey Dhoye.’
‘One who abuses us, slander us, and talk ill of us, actually clean our Karma and gives us a freedom.’
This life that you have come to this Dharma up to this thing is not that you have been invited to come, it is your Karma, previous
Karma which bring you to a complication free path of life in which you only have to show steadiness.
Happiness has a reason and some people wants to happy their way, I don’t think that is true. Without commitment there is no
character, without character there is no dignity. I mean, your friends will shut you up and shatter your being. There without dignity
there is not divinity, if a man who is spiritual is not graceful forget it, when there is divinity then there is a power comes to you to
sacrifice. When you have power to sacrifice then dignity, divinity, and then power to sacrifice, then you feel achievement fulfillment.
It is your sacrifice which give you happiness. Nobody else can make you happy.
You know when I came I didn’t knew anybody and circumstances were very unhealthy and even they are. There is a lot of force
outside us which is just negative and trying to destroy everything they can because they feel we are kind of a cult, show them.
Thank you and get it as (?) framing and it is all right.
Student: (---).
YB: Now your idea in life is how to live happy. There are two ways to it, one is you depend on your Creator, other you depend on
your ego and become Creator. So when you depend on your ego and become Creator it is a range, up to that you can go, it is not
infinity. You have a limit, God has no limit, God is unlimited you have a limit, so when you go on your range you go on your limit
when you let it be on the God in commitment.
There are three words in the Sanskrit I mean, there is nothing more than you have to learn-Sadhana, Aradhana, and Prabhupathi,
Sadhana is set system of worship, prayer, or understanding, or increase of self. Aradhana, to do exactly through the very exact of it.
Prabhupathi you become the lord master of God. And you know you will be left behind if you will not come forward because the
Age of Aquarius is I have a experience where it is available to confirm. Picean age was I want to have a knowledge where I can get it.
And you know, exactly speaking in fourteen years from now you will find people talking which you will not be understand to make
any sense out of it.
One person was once talking to me, “I don’t want my wife to divorce, I, I don’t want my wife to divorce, I don’t want my wife to
divorce.”
I said, “She will divorce.”
“You are not for divorce.”

I said, “I am not for divorce I know but she is going to divorce you.” I said, “You are living in a, I am not using word commonly but
I am telling you, you are living in a big, big, big (?) sin.”
“What’s it? I am very loyal husband.”
I said, “You are not, you are not loyal at all, don’t use the word, you are just a sinner.”
“I never tell her anything, I give her anything she wants.”
I said, “That is the problem, she is going to divorce you.”
“What is your counsel?”
I said, “I am not coming around you counseling you, it’s not very, let’s not hurry up.”
“Give me, tell me anything, I don’t want to divorce.”
I said, “What is she to you?”
“Wife.”
“How, how good a wife?”
“Great wife.”
I said, “That is not true, you treat her like a mother, and you sleep with your mother, and she is no wife, everyday by psychoanalysis
of the flow of the psyche into the central system of your nervous system she is starting feeling who you are and now she has reached
a point out of guilt to divorce you, you are extremely non-offensive, you are wonderful, you are great above middle class up to do,
and you love her very much, but she wants a husband not a father.”
“How I can change?”
I saw that man crawling like a snake, injured snake, similarly women play with their husband the same thing you never provide me,
you never give me this, you never.., whole life they have one theme-you are impotent. They just tell one thing you know the wood
bird, what they call it?
Student: Woodpecker
YB: Woodpecker, this is how they tik, tik, tik, all the time, they always dream something great is going to happen. And at home they
create that sound and mess up the harmony of the entire family. They are born in their life from the toes of the feet. They have
never seen anything right or higher or believe there is a God, there is even a sky, there are stars but different people have
psychological personality in an impact, you touch them you get burnt. Some you touch them you got healed, it is like a wind, some
wind brings clouds, and there is a rain, and there is a lush land, some wind comes, takes away cloud and make life desert and when
that person says, “I’ll do everything in my force if you tell me what I have to do.”
I said, “I have told you three times, be a husband.”
“What should I do?”
I said, “She never does anything wrong?”
“Does.”
I said, “Well standup to you.Say hey my wife this is not right.”
So one day he did it. She didn’t really something him and stupid and he said, “Hey this is not right, how can you do, I didn’t expect.
I never see deep into you, what are you doing?”
She said, “You must have met yogi Bahan.”
(Student: Laughter.)
She said, “This is not you, no way, did you meet him.”
He said, “Oh I just saw him by the way.”
She said, “No, you must have counseled with him. But still I am going to divorce you.”
He said, “Go ahead, it is fine with me, if you don’t want a kind husband go some debauch get it from the LA east, there is no
problem.”
And she laughed, she said, “Must be a long meeting.”
(Student: Laughter.)
Because you are a adverse identity when you do not correct what is wrong and you do not follow what is right, you are a adverse
identity.
Every wife tries to make mockery of her husband and every husband wants to make mockery of wife, first thing they do in life which
they do not realize ever they compete. Then they compete over children, then they compete on profession, they compete on friends,
they compete on the whole universe and they never compete to each other to become in bliss, they do not shake hands and hug each
other, and say, “Ever and ever, and ever God has given us forever each other.” When they get married they say, ‘Up to last breath
and heavens and thereafter,’ but all those promises are just to get to honeymoon and there is nothing beyond that.
I was surprisingly seen in thirty years in the western world people are so obnoxious when they talk. They don’t have any sensitivity
for the other person. They think if we can raid a person and walk over him and yell and scream and threat in a reasonable strength
and mood they will get anything.
Now I tell you what,
‘Garib Ko Math Sathvo Garib Rohayga, Soonayga Oska Chanayvala Too Jath Saie Kodaygah’

‘Don’t tease a poor man who pockets everything, he will cry in his pain but when his well wisher God will hear it He will rout you
out from the very roots.’
And there is no hell yet made where you are going to sit for rest of your time and space. So when you talk to somebody be nice, (?)
the other person. Feel goodness of the heart in you before you talk. Some people are wonderful in communication, you know what
they do, they bring a big, huge packet like fruit packing, right, on their head, and come to your living-room (?). They have nothing to
gain, nothing to lose, but they waste their purity and create impurity. That’s why Guru said,
‘Moorkay Nana Lujihay’
Don’t entangle with a foolish person, it will totally make you displaced. You don’t want it and the beauty of such people are they are
always on your top, they always reach out, they always… You don’t need this kind of love, you better stay aloof and be with your
God for few minutes by yourself. You may wish somebody should glow, that’s what I feel, that if I, I have one weakness, and one
wish, and one desire that every person should be so perfect, so glowing, so bountiful, so beautiful, so blissful, that they can handle
other human being in the walk of life. That’s my criteria and I always get caught one way or the other because sometime people
think I have something to grind my axe, I am for something and after I am after them to get something, and sometime I laugh God
has given me more than I need, why I get from you.
‘Jinne Too Upadasiya Tinie Kai Ghar Mangan Jahie’
‘Those I have to teach I have to go to you to beg for you anything, what you can give me.’
You give me through your heart and I honestly keep everything in archives, why? Because tomorrow our children, and
grandchildren, and everybody will know that whatever our parents, and our elders gave he was simply a caretaker and you know if
somebody is lucky among you and you find a caretaker how lucky you are. There are things which are the sign of greatest luck-one as
you are somebody who will take care of you is a caretaker. Secondly somebody is there who can stop you how unfortunate you are
that you walk in your life and nobody tell you stop, shut up, no. And the third greatest luck which I call is when you surrender
somebody and he accept you as a slave then you are definitely going to be a master. And looking into all this it is just a fox fear, it is
just a (?) nobody is slave of anybody, none so ever. It is how much beauty in you is there to be bountiful. If beauty is not bountiful
in you, you are just a good for nothing nuisance. It is not what you know, how many books you have written, how many books you
are read, how many lectures you have given, how many titles you have got, makes no difference. If beauty of your soul is not
bountiful, and you as a person is not blissful the stones on that road are beautiful, beautiful, bountiful, and blissful, then
you, you are just a living rotten upside down ego. And there is nothing which can save you.
Because why? You are prisoner of time, a specific time with specific breath of life is given to you to free. You are born
free, and you have to be free, you have to be. I always enjoy the story of Liliput and some journeys, what did you know, (?) what
is that book?
Student: (---).
YB: Yeah, and the fight between the two king was whether the egg has to be cut lying down or standing. What situation this? And
some people were too big and some were too small. It is our nature to conquer in the name of love, that’s why we had crusades.
That we have these days Jihad, we have terrorism and we love it. One terrorist was interview on the TV he said, “If God wills me to
wipe all the Satan, the America I’ll not spare anything.”
Two hundred and fifty million people are to be wiped out because the feeling of that man is we are Satan and he is divine. Man can
go to any extent and specially these fourteen years he will be nothing but a death. Death of intelligence, death of feeling, death of all
life which is rational and reasonable but what will live commotional, neurotic, nonsense. You will miss the harmony, you will and I
am sometime so dreadfully scared to see, very scared to see and I ask God many times in prayer at that moment, I said, “What I can
pray, why you made this person at all, what was short, why you give this people features, intelligence, brain, soul, everything and why
you give him this insanity?”
This person has no forbearing there is a God, this person has no forbearing to learn first word of Nanak Ek Ong Kar.., the one
created all creation, we are not supposed to judge. You judge, you judged definitely and indefinitely we’ll talk that in the next class
but we have to finish a Kriya.
(42:00) So kindly 17 ½ minutes: sit down straight, and be nice to yourself and
take these two fingers, move, na, na, na, breathe in the fingers, it is a kind
of breath of fire but through the lips forward powerful, move, move, move
and don’t touch the finger the energy will go zero, then I’ll start again, fast I
said. Hey, you have to, hey Guru Tej, Bibiji has finished a book you should
better see it fast.
Student: (---).

YB: Got it what? How come she says until I don’t say it to you, you are not going to work? What is this? Oh wow.
That’s just one chapter dummy, hey you,
Student: Sir.
YB: This is a greatest story of love of the fifth Guru, you want me to read it.
Student: (---).
YB: Approval? Do I ever say anything to you, (?) I’ll give you approval, but I’ll read it anyway.
Student: (---).
YB: Better be good.
Student: (---).
Side – B
YB: Wow now we can have a head transplant.
Student: (---).
YB: They have overcome the idea that it will effect the oxygen, far out, next week if you see me, I may have a different head.
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: Wow where are we going, we are going to clone people, we are transplant the heads.
You an stop and feel comfortable but you won’t get what will be comfortable.
You have exactly one minute left and you have to move fast, you have to breathe that way, and you have to totally stimulate yourself,
don’t touch the fingers, and you are fine.
(59:36) Inhale deep, keep on moving, and hold the breath tight and move faster than before, try your luck, breathe out, keep
moving. Breathe in deep, deep, hold tight, keep going, faster, faster, faster breathe out. Breathe in deep, breathe in more, and
now try your luck, if you can be faster than three times a second you are in a good shape, relax.
Okay, we have done it right. You don’t need any explanation, I don’t have to give you any explanation. All power is in you, don’t
spoil it with bad manners and don’t play games with those who do not play games with you, trust in God and self you will find out of
it prosperity. May the long time sun shine upon you.. no cookies today therefore no long singing.
YB and Student: Singing ‘May the long time sun shine upon you.....’
YB: Go home, somebody should always have a birthday. You know what I mean. I am grateful to you for the present and there are
humors sitting here, would you like to read them. Wow, how to make another quilt, we are thinking of that, very nice, chal, sit down.
(?),
Student: Yes sir, a internet humor. God grant me the (?) to get the people I never liked anyway, we got a fortune to run into the one
side do and the eyesight (?) difference. One day my (?) out turn to prove and all brand I found got my head together, not my body is
falling apart. Funny, I hope, I don’t remember being a absentminded.
(Student: Laughter.)
Student: Thank you sir, it is easier to get order than it is to get wiser, I wish the (?) start tear I could use a (?). and it is not (?)
expensive (?) everywhere, last but not least, if God (?) meet a touch my toes He would have put them on my knees. Okay, now this is
one okay, I think you are recognize it the change in a world. How should a baby don’t you scroll, mom is going to buy you a crystal
(?) and if you can’t see beyond mom is going to buy you a magic one, and if not want on change your faith, mom is going to teach
you to levitate and if that ashram makes you sick mom is going to buy you an insane stick (?) truly smells to (?) should buy you a (?)
tank and if that tank don’t (?), mom is going to buy your something precious stones, and the episode (?) use your heart mom is going
to buy your (?) chart and if your (?) mom is going to buy you somebody work. In the (?) don’t needing mom is going to buy you a (?)
creating and the (?) destiny get (?) mom is going buy your pyramid and the (?) chalk (?) you are stressed, mom is going to take you (?)
and if your power (?) come to charmia sorry kids it is just your Karma.
(Student: Laughter.)
Student: Thank you sir.
YB: No cookies go home.
(Student: Laughter.)
YB: Just stay for a while and chitchat so that you can get out of the into the normal range.
You are leaving tomorrow?
Student: (---).
YB: Oh I was waiting this morning for you. (?) everything is okay.
Student: (---).
YB: I think (?).

